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GRAND CANYON TRUST: Havasupai Tribe Opposes Mine Too Close to Grand Canyon 
on October 28 2021 
 

 
Ed Moss 
 by Amber Reimondo, Energy Director 

 
It's been nearly a year since Energy Fuels Resources, the company that owns a hotly 
contested uranium mine near the Grand Canyon, officially changed that mine's name, from 
the revealing "Canyon Mine" to the innocuous-sounding "Pinyon Plain Mine" in an apparent 
attempt to distance the mine from its namesake. But as Arizona regulators continue to weigh 
whether to grant the mine a key groundwater permit it needs, concerns remain that 
contamination from the mine could threaten precious water sources and the surrounding 
environment mere miles from Grand Canyon National Park. 
No one is more concerned about contamination at Canyon Mine than the Havasupai Tribe, 
which has opposed Canyon Mine since the mine broke ground in the 1980s. The mine sits in 
a forested meadow in the Kaibab National Forest, near the tribe's sacred mountain, Red 
Butte, on the Havasupai Tribe's ancestral lands. As legal challenges to the mine continue, 
risks to the Havasupai Tribe and the Grand Canyon's precious waters loom large. 
 
Uranium mining not worth the risk near the Grand Canyon 
 

 
 
Havasupai Tribal Council member, Carletta Tilousi, at the south rim of the Grand Canyon. 
DEIDRA PEACHES 
  
Canyon uranium mine hit water while drilling its mine shaft, and over 40 million gallons of 
water laden with uranium and arsenic have been pumped out of the mine to date. Much of 
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that water has been pumped into an uncovered evaporation pond frequented by birds and 
other wildlife, or misted into the air to speed up evaporation. The Havasupai Tribe worries 
contaminated water from the mine could eventually reach groundwater-fed Havasu Creek, 
which flows through their remote village at the bottom of a side canyon off the Grand 
Canyon, providing drinking water for people and their livestock.  
 
"One of the arguments I recall was that, 'Oh, you won't see the contamination until 
hundreds of years from now,'" Havasupai Tribal Council member Carletta Tilousi told the 
Arizona Republic this summer. "We're not willing to take that risk. There's only 757 of us left, 
and we just can't risk that right now for the future of our children."  
 
"Our traditional use land is being contaminated and the R-Aquifer, which feeds Havasu Creek 
and provides life to our people in the canyon is at risk," Matthew Putesoy, Sr., vice chairman 
of the Havasupai Tribe, told a local radio station. "Why take that risk? Once the R-Aquifer is 
contaminated, Havasu Creek is contaminated and our life in the canyon will then be 
contaminated." 
 
The tribe hopes to see the mine closed 
 
"This Mine does more than threaten our only water supply. It has already affected the daily 
lives of the Havasupai people," Vice-chairman Putesoy wrote in a letter to Arizona regulators 
urging them to deny the so-called "aquifer protection permit" application the mine owner 
submitted earlier this year. 
  
"The Mine rests within the Tribe's Traditional Cultural Property designation of Red Butte,” 
Putesoy explained. “...Red Butte...is an origin point in the Havasupai creation story and a 
traditional gathering place for the Havasupai to conduct ceremonies and gather medicinal 
plants. The meadow where the Mine site is located is sacred and spiritually tied to Red 
Butte….our Tribal members have been forced to stop visiting this Traditional Cultural 
Property and have stopped harvesting plants, including the medicinal plants of cedar and 
sage, near the Mine site.” 
 
The Grand Canyon Trust continues to support the Havasupai Tribe's efforts to protect their 
homeland from Canyon Mine. In August, the Trust argued a second appeal before the U.S. 
Court of Appeals for the 9th Circuit in a long-running lawsuit involving Canyon Mine. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Strategic uranium reserve could put the Grand Canyon in harm's way 
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Canyon Mine with the sacred mountain, Red Butte, in the background. BLAKE MCCORD 
FLOWN BY ECOFLIGHT 
 
As the controversy over Canyon Mine continues on the ground in Arizona and in the courts, 
over 2,000 miles away in Washington, D.C., the U.S. Department of Energy is considering 
whether to subsidize domestic uranium mines by creating a strategic uranium reserve. If 
approved, this reserve would artificially prop up uranium prices, encouraging uranium 
companies, like Energy Fuels, to mine uneconomic reserves at taxpayers’ expense, all while 
endangering frontline communities. Such a policy could have potentially dire implications for 
public lands, including lands around the Grand Canyon, where over 600 mining claims lie 
waiting for a temporary mining ban to expire. 
  
Meanwhile, Canyon Mine sits in its meadow in the shadow of Red Butte, weighing heavily on 
the Havasupai Tribe in its long struggle to defend its ancestral lands and waters, and its 
people, from the ongoing threat of uranium contamination.  
	


